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Key word Definition 

PRIMARY SOURCE A source that was made during the time it is 

about e.g. a Tudor coin 

SECONDARY SOURCE A source that is made after the event/time it is 

about e.g. a History textbook 

PROVENANCE Looking at the NOP of a source to decide how 

useful it is 

NATURE (NOP) What a source is e.g. book, coin, letter 

ORIGIN (NOP) Who created the source and when 

PURPOSE (NOP) Why was the source produced/made – what do 

they want you to know/think 

AUDIENCE Who is reading the source/who was it written 

for 

INFERENCE What a source implies or suggests – Educated 

guess 

LANGUAGE The words that the author uses 

TONE The emotion of a source e.g. angry, positive 

OBJECTIVE Includes just the facts – usually in a neutral 

tone 

SUBJECTIVE Emotional tone – can be positive/neutral 

EXPERT INSIDER Someone from the time with unique knowledge 

e.g. a Roman soldier 

EXPERT OUTSIDER Someone not from the time with unique 

knowledge e.g. a historian 

BIAS Showing only one opinion/giving one side – 

taking sides 

UNWITTING BIAS Planned bias – it is done on purpose 

WITTING BIAS Unplanned bias – it is not done of purpose to 

only give one view 

CONTENT What a source of information is about 

USEFULNESS How some helps you answer a 

question/enquiry 

LIMITATION How something is not helpful 

INTERPRETATION An opinion 

CHRONOLOGY A timeline in the correct time order 

BC (BCE) Before Christ/Before Common Era 

AD (CE) Anno Domini/Common Era 

PEA POINT – What the paragraph is going to be 

about 

 

EVIDENCE – the main facts that support the 

point 

 

ANALYSIS – Where the evidence is used to 

prove the point and answer the question 



Who was to blame for the sinking of the Titanic?  

The Titanic lies two and a half miles below the surface       of the Atlantic. It was 

discovered in 1986 by Robert Ballard. No attempts to raise the ship have ever been 

attempted. It is in two parts, each lying a mile apart with debris scattered over the 

ocean bed. The wreck is slowly being eaten away by crustaceans and may collapse to 

the ocean floor within the next century. 

On 11.40pm on Sunday 14th April 1912, the Titanic hit an iceberg. 

When the Titanic hit the iceberg the pressure it caused, split the metal plates on 

Titanic’s hull apart. The damage stretched for 300 feet (11 buses parked alongside 
each other!). 

Those who could be to blame for the sinking of the Titanic include: 

 Frederick Fleet – the lookout 

 Captain Edward John Smith – the Captain 

 Bruce Ismay – Manager of White Star Line who owned the Titanic 

 Thomas Andrews – the ship designer 

 Harland and Wolff – Owned the shipyard where Titanic was built 

 

The Causes of the Black Death 

People in the Medieval period had different thoughts and beliefs on what 

caused the Black Death in 1348. 

The four main ideas included: 

 A belief that they were being punished by God for any sins that they had 

committed 

 A belief in astrology and that the plants weren’t aligned causing a plague 

 That it was travelling through the bad smells (Miasma) 

 Being close to infected people 

Other more unusual beliefs also included: 

 It comes from stagnant water in ditches 

 The wind made by the planets is spreading bad air 

 If you breathe in the bad smell from a plague sore you can catch it 

 The human body is in a bad state 

 Evil planets (like mars and Jupiter) are turning the air bad 

 



 



 


